Boulder, CO September 2019 – Watson Caring Science Institute's Lotus Library proudly announce publication of miraculous stories witnessed by nurses and compiled by Jean Watson. Facing life/death human experiences every day, nurses confront unexplained phenomena, which do not conform to common explanatory scientific models. This collected work which features the experiences of nurses who answered a call by Jean Watson to share their profound nursing miracles and mysteries, provides a forum where miracles and mysteries of life/death can be shared. It was created to honor and to highlight life’s “unknowns;” allowing for the reality of miracles to come back into our life and world.

“When we [nurses] are in the presence of patients who entrust their care to us, we may be knowingly or unknowingly entering very sacred spiritual space.” Cynthia Holle

“This wonderful book shares with each of us the power of love and compassion to change lives.” James R. Doty, M.D. Professor of Neurosurgery and New York Times bestselling author

“There is nothing else to say, other than to invite you to read, appreciate, bow down, and relish the deliciousness of life’s wondrous unknowns – that can only be considered a miracle.” Jean Watson

Foreword by: Jean Watson

Contributing Authors: Stephanie Ahmed, JoAnne Auger, Emily Barr, Nicole Brodrick, Gayle Casterline, Roberta Christopher, Theresa Davis, Katy Fisher-Cunningham, Debby Flickinger, Mónica García, Jeremy Geffen (deceased), Shandra Kight, Val Lincoln, Gloria Littlemouse, Beverley Lugo, Rudolf C.K.P. Martinez, Nancy Rayos, Robert Reynoso, Nancy Rollins Gantz, Rita Romito-DiGiacomo, Mary Ann Friesen, Grissel Hernandez, Rosemary Hoffmann, Cynthia Holle, Robin Jackson, Liliana Suchicital, Diane Swengros, Dianna Trush, Matthew Wilkie.

There will be a book signing at the International Caritas Consortium October 17th, 2019 in San Francisco, California, USA.

- Paperback: 126 pages
- Publisher: Lotus Library
- Language: English
- ISBN 978-1-7331232-1-1
- Also available as an Ebook.

Available for purchase on October 1, 2019. Click here to order.
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